ODSA sets limits on porn films
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- The LSC or any other group showing such a film is responsible for the provision of arrangements that will assure suitable conduct during the showing of the film.
- The LSC or any other group showing a sexually explicit film will be expected to show good taste in the advertising of such films.

The ODSA suggested in the statement that groups showing films “consider prior warning to individuals or groups known to behave in an unbecoming manner at screenings of sexually explicit films.” It further recommended that such groups “seek assistance from the Campus police in maintaining order.”

The ODSA suggested that the LSC or any other group of any of these conditions be subject to a hearing by the ODSA. A range of sanctions are available, including the recommendation that the film be denied the use of MIT space in the future,” the policy states.

“On the grounds of academic freedom, MIT has staunchly refused to forbid the use of Institute space for such showings even though repeated attempts by students, faculty, and administrators to persuade LSC voluntarily to end the showing of pornographic films has been unsuccessful,” a background statement for the policy said. Complainants have been made to the Committee on Discipline and the ODSA charging LSC and its officers with sexual harassment under the Institute’s policy on harassment, according to the statement.

Your feet hurt. Your legs hurt. Even your teeth hurt. But your friends thought you looked terrific. And with them urging you on, your first 10-kilometer race didn’t finish you. You finished it. Now that you have something to celebrate, make sure your support team has the beer it deserves. Tonight, let it be Löwenbräu.

Löwenbräu. Here’s to good friends.